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ABSTRACT This study proposes a new classifying approach for identifying collected failure data of cluster

head (CH) in wireless sensor networks (WSN) based on hybridizing improved multi-verse optimizer (MVO)

and feedforward neural network (FNN). An improvement of the MVO is proposed based on enhancing

diversity agents for avoiding it’s disadvanced of the local optimal. The data failure is detected for aggregating

data in CH to forward to the base station (BS) based on classification by applying hybrid improved MVO

and FNN. Twelve selected benchmark functions and the problem of identifying failure data in WSN are

used in conducting comprehensive experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The

experimental results are investigated and compared with the other approaches in the literature. The compared

result exhibits the proposed technique that provides the alternative tool with the anticipation of influence on

data sets and an effective way of forwarding the correct data from CH to BS in WSN applications.

INDEX TERMS Improved multi-verse optimizer, feedforward neural network, wireless sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Themeta-heuristic algorithms have been one of the most con-

sidered active areas of research in the field of artificial intelli-

gence (AI) for recent decades [1], [2]. The algorithms can be

suitable for the sophisticated structural design of optimization

problems due to their non-linear solution behavior [3], [4].

The object of algorithms is to find out the best-obtained

values or/and suitable ways for solving complex challenges

by evaluating the fitness functions under constraints [5], [6].

Almost meta-heuristic algorithms often developed based on

inspiration from natural phenomena, e.g., animal behavior,

social events, and physical facts [7]. It means the genetic

processes of the algorithms govern the rules that are inspired

by the natural expression, e.g., swarms, insects, or other facts

to deal with global optimization problems [8]. For examples:

Genetic algorithm (GA) [9] derived from Darwinian evolu-

tion, Particle swarm optimizer (PSO) [10], [11] mimicked the

foraging behavior of flocks of birds, Ant colony optimiza-

tion (ACO) [12] mimicked ants’ behavior in searching and

foraging for food in the nature that they leave pheromones
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as smelled chemicals on the path going, Grey wolves opti-

mizer (GWO) [13] mimicked the hunting principles of gray

wolves in nature and Multi-verse optimizer (MVO) [14]

inspired by the multi-verse theory in physics. The primary

reason for implementing evolutionary techniques on the

vast amount of data to extract knowledge is the robustness

and adaptive search-ability of global search methods [15].

In population-based as swarm intelligence, the stochastic

mannermultiplicity, messiness, and randomness often used to

attribute to a kind of interpretive capability that appears in the

communication of processing units. It can be described ability

intelligence that can prove the solution successful in some

ways [16]. The individuals or agencies in the meta-heuristic

algorithms can be characterized as non-sophisticated solu-

tions to have the ability to deal with complex problems [17].

The feed-forward neural network (FNN) [18] is the most

common neural network that has been widely used for clas-

sification and approximations in practical applications [19].

The learning phase is an essential part of a neural network that

can approximate its continuous and discontinuous functions.

Most FNN applications use Back-propagation (BP) as train-

ing methods [18], [19]. BP is popularly applied in the neural

networks that algorithm was developed based on a slope
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scheme (gradient algorithm); however, it existed with several

disadvantages, e.g., the tendency to fall into a local minimum

and slow convergence [20]. In FNN, the goal during learning

is to find the best combination of connection weights and

deviations to achieve the smallest error.

However, most of the time, FNN converges to the point

where the best solution is local rather than global opti-

mal [21]. The factors such as the weights, biases (known as

deviations), and parameter values are the most influential to

the convergence of the BP algorithm [22]. It means that BP

convergence depends on the optimization of the initial costs

of parameters of weights and deviations. In the literature, the

meta-heuristic algorithms are promising ways for a universal

solution to deal with the problem of learning algorithms

upon BP.

MVO is a new meta-heuristic optimizer inspired by the

multi-verse theory to find the best planet in the universe

as solutions based on phenomena physics of white holes,

black holes, and wormholes for global optimization [14].

The MVO demonstrated to be a competitive optimizer in the

literature [22]. It has been used widely in dealing with the

optimization problem in the field of engineering and finance

because of its advantages, e.g., simplicity with fewer con-

trol parameters, robustness, and outcome performance [23].

However, MVO still also has some drawbacks when dealing

with complicated situations as the problem in identification

collecting data failure in WSN.

The disadvantage of the MVO facing is such as premature

convergence, search stagnation, or falling into the optimal

local trap [3], [24]. The enhanced diversity planet of the

universe is one of the best-suggested ways to overcome the

mentioned deficiencies of theMVO. In this paper, we develop

an improved new version of the MVO (namely IMVO) based

on the enhanced diversity technique of the universe to over-

come the mentioned cons of the MVO. The proposed IMVO

would be validated a very competitive algorithm through

some experimental results.

Moreover, applications of the wireless sensor networks

(WSN) [25] have become widely popular spectrums of

life, such as in smart homes, monitoring, surveillance,

etc [26], [27]. WSNs consist of hundreds of deployed sensor

nodes that require different metrics to maintain correctness

transferring data in the system [28], [29]. WSN application of

the smart home is a building integrating intelligent systems

that control existing features with the adaptability to meet

progression in terms of energy, efficiency, longevity, comfort,

and satisfaction [30]. These terms of metrics are defined

as the quality of service (QoS) of a WSN application that

is the most used solution in apps dedicated to the buildings.

The applications would have become more successful once

they had been optimized in the deployment phase [31]. The

optimization application is often implemented for the com-

plicated problem by applying the meta-heuristic algorithm.

Many WSN applications have also been implemented opti-

mization successfully by using the meta-heuristic algorithms

and machine learning, e.g., A combining machine learning

andGA forWSN topology control [32], hybrid PSO andACO

for NN [33], hybrid PSO and BA for sensor net topology [34],

FPA for optimizing node layouts [16], BA for unequal clus-

tering [5], Naive Bayes classification for data correcting [35].

However, the studies of aggregating correctness data for Clus-

ter heads (CH) in WSN seems the humbles.

Collecting data failure detection and classification for

aggregating data inspection is one of the complicated issues

that deployed in the CHs then transfer data to the base sta-

tion (BS) of WSN. The importance of various parameters in

the detector of a neural network is figured out according to

application nature that is strongly affected by the optimization

method [36].

In this paper, a new method of detecting collected fail-

ure data in cluster heads (CHs) in Wireless sensor net-

works (WSN) is proposed based on a hybrid Improved MVO

and Feedforward neural network (FNN). The improvedMVO

(IMVO) is combined with FNN for increasing further detect-

ing accuracy. Due to the improvement in IMVO performance

makes a significant impact when solving the real-life classi-

fication problem or in training classifiers. The experimental

results are compared with the other approaches to test the

performance of the proposed method.

The contributions behind the proposed method are listed as

follows:

• Improving the MVO algorithm (namely IMVO) based

on enhancing its diversity planets population to balance

the exploiting and exploring search space.

• Hybridizing the IMVO and FNN (namely NN-IMVO)

for increasing further detecting accuracy and processing

speed.

• Applying the NN-IMVO for identifying failure data in

cluster heads (CHs) in WSN applications.

The rest of the structured paper organizes as follows.

Section 2 reviews the MVO algorithm. The proposed impro-

vement of MVO and the experimental results of the IMVO

for the selected test functions are presented in Section 3.

A hybridizing IMVO and FNN for identifying data failure

in CHs in WSN are presented in Section 4. The final is a

conclusion presented in Section 5.

II. CANONICAL MULTI-VERSE OPTIMIZER (MVO)

The MVO is a recent meta-heuristics algorithm that has been

considered a promising optimization algorithm because of its

successful implementation with fewer parameters [14]. The

multi-verse theory with three main concepts of white holes,

black holes, and wormholes were taken inspiration for MVO

success. The black holes and white holes are considered to

search for exploration strategy, while wormholes are used in

search space for exploitation action.

There are some following rules in the optimization process

of the MVO algorithm that needs to be obedient.

1. The higher the expansion rate, the higher the probability

of white holes, and reversed, the lower the likelihood of black

holes.
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2. Universes with high expansion rates tend to send objects

through holes, while worlds with flat expansion rates tend to

receive objects through black holes.

3. No matter what of the effect of the expansion rate, all

objects in the universe are moved randomly towards the best

universe through the wormhole.

The MVO uses a roulette wheel technique to select a new

one universe over a generation among worlds according to

the expansion rates as a white hole. The exchange of objects

between the white/black holes tunnels in the cosmos is used

to mathematically model for process optimizing. The MVO

assumes that the solution space as the universe as follows.

U =











u11 u12
u21 u22

. . . u1p

. . . u2p
...

...

un1 un2

...
...

. . . unp











, (1)

where p is several variables as a dimension of space search,

and n is a number of universes as candidate solutions.

uij =

{

ukj r1 < NI (Ui)

uij r1 ≥ NI (Ui)
(2)

where Ui is the ith universe, NI (Ui) is a rate of normal-

ized expansion of the ith universe, r1 is a random number

∈ [0, 1] , uij is the universe as of the ij
th solution, ukj indicates

the kjth solution of the universe selected by the roulette wheel

scheme.

A wormhole tunnel is established among universes due

to local search changes in each universe and increasable

expansion rates probability. Then, the best universe would be

obtained so far in processing optimization. The wormholes

usually are forwarded randomly to the universe without the

effect of expansion rates. The detailed mechanism is modeled

as follows.

uij =































{

uj + TDR×
((

ubj − lbj
)

× r4 + lbj
)

r3 < 0.5

uj − TDR×
((

ubj − lbj
)

× r4 + lbj
)

r3 ≥ 0.5

if (r2 < WEP)

uij

otherwise (r2 ≥ WEP)

(3)

where TDR and WEP are coefficients which indicate the

acronyms for traveling distance rate and wormhole existence

probability, respectively, uj is the jth variables of the best

universe obtained so far, ubj represents the upper bound, and

lbj indicates the lower bound of jth parameter, r2, r3, and r4
are the random number in [0, 1].

The TDR is an essential factor in defining the distance rate

for an object, which is helpful to teleport the object through a

wormhole around the best universe that occurred so far. TDR

is increased over the optimization process to achieve more

explicit exploitation around the best planet.

TDR = 1 −
T

1
w

F
1
w

(4)

where, T is the current iteration, and F denotes the maxi-

mum repetition, w describes the local search accuracy over

the iteration, a high w means the sooner and more accurate

local/exploitation search, and w is set to 6 in this paper.

TheWEP represents the existence probability of wormhole

and is defined to increase linearly during the optimization

process. Therefore, the MVO algorithm emphasizes exploita-

tion over the iterations.

WEP = Wmin + T ×

(

Wmax −Wmin

F

)

(5)

where Wmin denotes the minimum and Wmax denotes the

maximum of the WEP. In this paper, Wmin is set to 0.2,

Wmax is set to 1.

The necessary steps of theMVO algorithm are summarized

as follows. First, the initialization population size is generated

randomly for a set of universes as a solution. Then, in each

iteration, obtained the objective function values a planet

with high expansion rates by sorting from low expansion

planets through white holes / black holes. Next, updating

the universes that have the best chance of transmitting their

random objects to the universe through wormholes over time

regardless of the expansion rate. Finally, the optimization

process is terminated until the last criteria, e.g., maximum

iteration is met, and the best universe and its expansion speed

are obtained as global results.

III. IMPROVING MULTI-VERSE OPTIMIZER

A. IMPLEMENTING IMOV

The MVO simulates the trend forwarding to the best planet

in the universe of the multi-verse theory that generates imple-

mented solutions based on phenomena physics of white holes,

black holes, andwormholes for global optimization [14]. This

algorithm can effectively solve many optimization problems

in real life [37]. However, when solving complex optimiza-

tion problems, the MVO algorithm shows some inherent

deficiencies. For example, it loses population diversity early

in the search process, is easy to fall into the local opti-

mal solution space, and converges prematurely. In order to

reduce the above shortcomings, a new version of its improved

optimization algorithm is proposed called IMVO (improved

multi-verse optimizer). The parallel processing plays an

essential role in practical optimization computations [17].

In order to enhance diversity swarms for the MVO algorithm,

the parallel can be created by dividing the population into

subgroups that are evaluated with the original algorithm.

A multi-group communication mechanism is designed to

enhance the universe’s diversity. In the multi-group strat-

egy, the number of initialized planets of the universe is

divided into P subgroups. The position of the universe in

each group moves according to the evolutionary worlds of

the original MVO. When the number of iterations reaches

a preset value, the cosmos in different groups exchange

information to strengthen their cooperation, which will help

improve the diversity of planets and avoid stagnation in

search. The communication mechanism between different
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groups (P is the number of groups that is set to a constant)

is triggered over setting specific period R times. The position

of the universe is mathematically modeled as follows.

uij = uij +
(

u∗ − uij
)

× r5 (6)

where, r5 is a number generated randomly in [0, 1]. u∗ is

selected from the combined value among groups; it is cal-

culated as follows.

u∗ =



















u1∗, r6 ≤ 0.25
(

u1∗ + u2∗
) /

2, 0.25 < r6 ≤ 0.5
(

u1∗ + u2∗ + u3∗
) /

3, 0.5 < r6 ≤ 0.75
(

u1∗ + u2∗ + u3∗ + u4∗
) /

4, 0.75 < r6 ≤ 1

(7)

where r6 is a number randomly generated in [0, 1], and u∗ is

figured out as the best-obtained universe in the gth group in

different groups. The main framework of the proposed IMVO

is illustrated as a pseudo-code of the proposed approach is

described in Algorithm 1. In which j is the current iteration,

Maxiter is the maximal number of pre-defined iteration, and

R is the fixed iterations to communicate among groups.

Algorithm 1 The Pseudo Code of IMVO

Input:

1. Initialization: the universe space is set by S, with theN

universes are initialized randomly, and the population is

divided evenly into P groups that are set to 4, the dimen-

sion D is the number of objects of each universe u,

the objective function f (u), the current iteration j is set

to 1, the maximal number of generationMaxIter, R is a

triggered iteration of the communication periods.

Iteration:

2. while j < MaxIter do

3. For gth = 1 to P do

4. The universe expansion rate calculated in the P(gth),

where P(gth) is denoted the gth group and sorted by the

best planet obtained so far.

5. for i = 1 to N/P do

6. Select the white hole to change each uij in the

roulette wheel mechanism applied by Eq. (2).

7. According to Eq. (3) that mutate uij as the wormhole

to obtain the best universe.

8. end for

9. end for

10. if j = R

11. According to Eq. (7), the communication scheme

applied to update uij
12. end if

13. j = j+ 1

14. end while

Output:

The global best universe ugbest , and f
(

ugbest
)

obtained the

best expansion rate value

B. EVALUATING IMVO’s EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this subsection, the proposed IMVO algorithm is evaluated

under the selected functions of the CEC2013 test suite [38].

For sufficient testing of functions’ diversity, the twelve

benchmark functions from the test suite are utilized to val-

idate the performance of the proposed scheme. The details

presetting iterating generations and searching space bound-

aries are listed in Table 1.

The obtained results of the proposed scheme of IMVO

algorithm are compared with the original MVO [14],

GWO [13], PSO [10], and PPSO [11] algorithms, respec-

tively. The initial parameters for the algorithms are set as

follows. The population size of the compared algorithms is

randomly initialized the same number of solutions that Np
set to 80. The dimensions of each solution are set to 30. The

boundary of about −100 to 100 of the search spaces is the

range of each aspect. The maximum number of iterations is

set to 100. The parameter of communicating iteration R is set

to 10, and a number of the groups P set to 4. The run times

for each testing function is set to 21 due to the meta-heuristic

algorithms are randomness.

To comprehensively evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed IVMO algorithm, the best value, mean, and standard

deviation of the function values are recorded as the outcomes

of the algorithm over 20 runs. The detailed results of the

best, mean, and std. of the experimental data are presented

in Tables 2 and 3.

Tables 2 and 3 depict the comparison results of the pro-

posed IMVO with the MVO, GWO, PSO, and PPSO algo-

rithms for twelve selected functions of the CEC 2013 test

suite. From the perspective of the best, mean, and std., val-

ues compared with MVO, the proposed IMVO algorithm

achieves seven better results, four worse results, and one

similar result, respectively. Doing the same observing the

results with GWO, PSO, and PPSO algorithms in the Tables,

the number of the ‘‘Wins’’ of the IMVO obtained is more than

the figure of the ‘‘Loses’’ and ‘‘Approx.’’ These experimental

results confirm that IMVO performs better than the original

MVO, and the compared algorithms, which means that our

multi-group communication mechanism is sufficient. It is

clearly seen that the proposed IMVO is outperforming the

comparative algorithms.

Figure 1 plots the comparison convergence curves of the

best scores of optimization algorithms for the first four

selected functions, e.g., f1, f2, f3, and f8. It can be seen that the

fitness error obtained by the IMVO offers the smallest, which

indicates that the optimization result of IMVO is better than

the MVO, GWO, PSO, and PPSO algorithms.

IV. HYBRID NN-IMVO FOR DATA FAILURE

IDENTIFICATION

In this section, we present a proposed scheme of minimum

error in training FNN for data failure identification in CHs

of clustering WSN based on the IMVO. A combination of

weights and biases of training FNN is optimized based on
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TABLE 1. Twelve selected test benchmark function functions.

the proposed IMVO. The scheme of optimization training

feedforward NN is implemented with IMVO (namely NN-

IMVO) by essential elements that need to be configured out

in the following subsections.

First, a definition of the objective function is modeled

based on the error measure of the NN, and the IMVO is

applied to evaluate the fitness of solutions.

Second, identifying data correctness for the CHs in

WSN is constructed by optimizing the parameters of the

weights, biases of the gradient descent in NN for the

solutions.

Finally, the results are presented and discussed to further

confirmation of the proposed scheme performance.

A. APPLYING IMVO TO TRAINING NEURAL NETWORKS

The feed-forward neural networks (NN) have been employed

to solve complex real-world problems [39]. The NN can

generalize, adapting, and learning the large amount of data

there-fore; it has become the dominant tool for the classi-

fication of complex benchmark problems [40]. NNs have

a processing unit that consists of neurons as neural take

biological inspiration from the brain of a human. The network

linked like a brain of the human with the interconnected

neurons that are robust to the output of other connections

that have changeable measures [41]. The achieved models of

NNs are the following facets. In essence, the NNs are flexible

enough in that they can adjust themselves in the absence of
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TABLE 2. Comparison of testing results of the IMVO with the MVO and GWO algorithms for twelve selected functions of the CEC 2013 test suite.

TABLE 3. Comparison testing results of the IMVO with PSO and PPSO algorithms for twelve selected functions of the CEC 2013 test suite.

distributional and functional form for the hidden layer model,

and the approximate any complex non-linear function with

the hidden dimensions [42]. However, the achieved model

existed a drawback during the weight optimization process

of training the classifier, such as dropping stuck in local

minima [43].

In this study, we apply the IMVO to optimize the

training of the feed-forward neural network to avoid the

drawbacks. The scheme of optimization training network

is implemented with NN-IMVO that adopted the NN

to identify collecting data failure as classify real-world

problems.
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of the optimum-obtained values of the IMVO with the other algorithms, e.g., PSO, MVO, PPSO, and GWO, for the
first four selected functions. Subfigures: a, b, c, and d are the convergence curves for four selected functions, e.g., f1, f2, f3, and f8.

The essential elements steps of implementing NN-IMVO

are configured out as follows. The core objective is to train the

feed-forward neural network to reach the optimized weights

for enhancing the performance of the classifier. A combi-

nation of weights and biases of training FNN is optimized

based on the IMVO. The classical technique used for the

training of intelligent classifier is backpropagation, which is

an improved version of the gradient descent method [44].

A mean squared error (MSE) of the training sample is com-

puted as follows.

Ej =

n
∑

i=1

(o
j
i − y

j
i)
2

(8)

where Ej is a mean squared error as training error at jth

training sample, y
j
i denoted as the desired output of the ith

input variable xi, the n is a number of the training sample, o
j
i is

the final output at the training sample jth that can be calculated

as follows.

oj =

m
∑

j=1

ωjk · f (hk ) − βj j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (9)

where ωjk is the connecting weights from the ith node in the

input layer, f is the outcome of the hidden node that can

be computed mathematically in each iteration of training as

follows.

f (hk) =
1

(1 + exp−(
∑n

i=1 ωij·xi−βj))
, j = 1, 2, .., k, (10)

where hk is the k th figured node out of the hidden layer

that is calculated as the following summary: hk is set

to
∑n

i=1 ωjk · xi − βk , with βk is the threshold as the bias of j
th

hidden node, and xi denotes the i
th input. The fitness function

is modeled based on learning error E with the number of

training samples.

Fitnes (Xi) = MinimizeE(Xi) =

q
∑

j=1

Ej

q
(11a)

s.t. εn ≥ Pn, ∀viǫV ; (11b)

C (O) = 1; (11c)

D (vi, v0) ∈ {1, 2} ; (11d)

X ∈ [xL , xU ], (11e)

where q is the number of training samples,XL , andXU are the

lower and upper bounds for constraints, respectively, space

X is a vector as X1,X2, ..,Xu ∈ X ∈ Rd . εn and Pn are

the least residual power, and the totals consumed energy for

the WSN [4]; V (v1, v2, ..vk ) is denoted sensor nodes [6];

C is the totals network coverage, and Oo1, o2, ..on is the

sensed object; D (vi, v0) is the network latency of CH to

BS, e.g., the queue, the propagation, and the transmission

delay. Eq.(11a) is an objective function for the optimization,

Eq.(11b) is the constraint of the limited least remaining power

for guaranteeing the sensor’s regular duties, Eq.(11c) is the

restriction of the limited network coverage, and Eq.(11d)

is the restriction of for guaranteeing the network latency

condition. In the experiment, boundaries for the weights and

biases are set to arrange [−3, 3]. The solution for the training

of feed-forward neural networks is a combination of weights

and biases that often is expressed suitably with the matrix.

Thus, the array is used to encode for the IMVO agentmapping

to the optimization solution. Figure 3 shows an example of a
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FIGURE 2. The applied IMVO to optimizing weights and bias of FNN training for collected data failure identification.
Subfigures a) and b) are the structure of the neural network and the FNN training processing based on applying
IMVO, respectively.

FIGURE 3. An example of a neural network structure of 2-3-1.

neural network structure of 2-3-1; the universe of the IMVO is

expressed for parameters of the feed-forward neural network

as follows.

Universe(:, :, i) = [w1, β1,w
′
2, β2] (12)

where [w1, β1,w
′
2, β2] are the variables of the neuron that

described as follows.

w1 =





ω1,1 ω2,1

ω1,2 ω2,2

ω1,3 ω2,3



 , β1 =





b1
b2
b3



 ,w′
2 =





h1
h2
h3



 ,

β2 = [a0] (13)

The set of the network weights after forming the neural net-

work can be approximated to the necessary results based on

the objective function of minimum error. It means the weights

are adjusted under met some error conditions by applying

the NN-IMVO algorithm for the training net. The next sub-

section presents implementing NN-IMVO solutions to iden-

tify collecting failure data in CHs of the hierarchy WSN.

The initial parameter setting for simulation is structured as;

FIGURE 4. A structure of the hierarchy of WSN clusters.

the population size is 80; the dimensions of each solution are

set to 30, maxiter = 200; R is set to 15, and the groups’

number P set to 4. Doing the same initial parameters setting

for the comparative algorithms, e.g., PSO, GWO and MVO:

c1 = c2 = 1:45; = 2,C = 2; D = 30; maxiter = 200.

B. FAILURE IDENTIFICATION FOR WSN COLLECTED DATA

As mentioned in the section of the introduction, WSN has

many practical applications in the fields of healthcare, vehicle

monitoring, search and rescue, and military defense, etc.,

for decades [25]–[27]. Necessary relevant environment

information, e.g., temperature, humidity, pressure, sunlight,

sound, wind speed, and air and water pollution levels,

can be recorded and measured by the WSN’s sensing

nodes [34], [45]. An effective way of clustering networks

is by dividing the sensor nodes into several clusters that

directly affect the total net’s power consumption [46]. The

cluster WSN includes member-nodes (MNs) and cluster-

headers (CH) that selected among MNs [47], [48]. The func-

tion of CH is not only to capture information from MNs but
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FIGURE 5. A visualization results of the backpropagation approach for the training and testing set, and IMVO, and MVO
methods for the testing set of identification correctness data; a) and b) are the classification based on backpropagation
for training and testing; c) and d) are the classification based on MVO and IMVO respectively for testing.

also to aggregate the data collected and forward it to the BS.

Figure 4 shows the structure of the WSN clusters.

The purpose of the proposed scheme is to set a decision

function in CH, which can identify any failure of collecting

data from the MNs in real-time to accurately synthesize data,

forward it to the BS in WSN. Data collected may contain

noise or faults due to various reasons by sensor nodes from

multiple sources that are used to the input of the system. The

defects data may cause data classification errors. The solution

of the NN-IMVO for filtering the faults data is an essential

task of a successful WSN application. Its decision function

is to identify data correctly in CH that can be combined

with expert knowledge and optimal classification. Notice

some WSN-applications could have the equipped CHs with

unlimited power supply due to CH consume more energy.

We simulated scenarios of the WSN as follows: some set

faulty nodes of the WSN, i.e., humidity, temperature the

sensed data that can be lost on traffic congestion conditions.

Conditions of the healthy network and/or some faulty nodes

in the system are generated randomly. Training of multi-layer

FNN is performed by using the backpropagation algorithm

(BPA) [21], the beta distribution PSO (NN-PSO) [33], and

the MVO [22]. The ratio for the testing and training is set

to 20 and 80, respectively.

The experimental results of the proposed NN-IMVO are

compared against the other previous methods. Figure 5 shows

a comparison of visualization obtained results of the IMVO

andMVOmethods for the testing set of identification correct-

ness data, and the backpropagation approach for the training

and testing collected data set. Noticed obviously, the pro-

posed scheme of NN-IMVO provides more accurate identi-

fication for CHs than its competitors.

C. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Assumed a network of N nodes deployed in specificM ×M

area randomly, several N nodes is set 100, 200, 300, respec-

tively; M is a used area length is configured to 200, 300,

400m, respectively. BS equipped with an unlimited power

recourse supply in the network that managed system and

aggregated data from CHs.

Simulation is compiled in Matlab for the proposed

scheme and utility the kits of sensing nodes in the Lab.

Matlab 2018b on Windows 10, 64 operating system on

Intel R©CoreTM i7-8665U, and 8Gb of RAMof Lenovo T470p

laptop are used to execute in the simulation. The scheduling

network operation assumed like periods of the transmission

packets.

Some scenario’s data packets are initialized randomly. For

example, collecting data packets for dataset include attributes,

e.g., node ID, Packet-ID, ClusterHeads (0 or 1), Sensing

information (moisture, temperature, network status, gas,

and lights that depends on node sensor), noise estimated,
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TABLE 4. The results of the proposed scheme of NN-IMVO for some selected nodes in training collected data over some fault types.

TABLE 5. Comparison of the proposed scheme with the PSO and MVO for optimization of the FNN training of collected data in WSN with different hidden
nodes.

and radio signal strength (Decibels (dB)). The captured

random data is sent it to CHs. CHs’ tasks are to aggregate

the collected data, pack the data gathered, and forward it to

the BS. The data is divided into two parts: one for training

and the other for variety size testing: (70% and 40%), (70%

and 30%), and (80% and 20%), respectively. The results of

studies carried out for training and testing data with a size

of 80 percent and 20 percent provided the most influential

and most reliable test relative to the other measurements [35].

Two parameters of metrics for determining the false

rate (FR) and detecting rate (DR) are used to validate the

performance and classification accuracy of the proposed

method. The metrics are described as formulating follows.

FR =
number of non− faulty data classified as faulty

total faulty data

(14)

where FR denoted the false-positive rate; the ratio with some

non-faulty data is identified and classified as faulty to the total

number of incomplete data.

DR =
number of classified faulty data

total number of present faulty data
(15)
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where DR denoted as the detected accuracy rate. This param-

eter is used to clarify rightness collecting data as the ratio of

the number of erroneous data identified to the total number

of current incorrect data.

There are some types of failure received data such as data-

loss fault, gain fault, drift fault, and hardware fault [49].

Table 4 depicts the results of the proposed scheme of

NN-IMVO for some selected nodes in training collected data

over some fault types.

A structure of FNN with four inputs, the number of hidden

nodes (H), and three outputs denoted 4-H-3 that is used

to apply NN-IMVO for data failure identification in CHs

of WSN, where H can be set 4 to 15, respectively. The

experimental results of the proposed method are compared

with MVO and PSO, as shown in Table 5. Observably from

Table 5, it can be clear that the performance of the NN-IMVO

offers more accuracy than NN-PSO and NN-MVO. The high-

est number of wins belong to NN-IMVO. The mathematical

algorithm used for NN requires not only strong discover-

ability but also correct usability. The results of NN-IMVO

demonstrate that it has both significant developmental capac-

ity and functional exploration capabilities due to solve the

problem of traps at a local minimum and can provide fast

convergence rates.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of convergence curves of the IMVO with the BPA,
PSO, and MVO based on the function of averages of the MSE for all
training collected data over twenty runs with H set 10, and 15 respectively.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of convergence curves

of the IMVO with the BPA, PSO, and MVO based on the

function of averages of the MSE for all training collected

data over twenty runs with H set 10, and 15 respectively.

Observed the figure, it can be seen apparently to confirm that

NN-IMVO has the best convergence rate for identification

failure collected data in CHs in WSN.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new training method of feed-forward neu-

ral network (FNN) for identifying failure data in cluster

heads (CH) of WSN was proposed based on improving

multi-verse optimizer (MVO). The MVO algorithm was

improved based on enhancing diversity universes (named

IMVO) for avoiding it’s a drawback of the local optimal. The

best parameter values of the weight and biases are obtained by

taking enhanced diversity of the IMVO algorithm. The train-

ing data method of classification is applied for identification

data failure in aggregating CHs then forward it to the base

station (BS) in WSN by hybridizing IMVO and FNN. The

experimental results are investigated on twelve selected well-

known benchmark functions and the problem of identifying

failure data inWSN to test the proposedmethod performance.

Compared results with the other methods in the literature

that exhibits the proposed approach provides higher detection

accuracy than the competitors.
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